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Abstract. In this paper we discuss optical network unit (ONU) based traffic
prediction in Ethernet passive optical networks (EPONs). The technique utilizes
least-mean-square polynomial regression for the estimation of incoming traffic
and adaptive least-mean-squares filtering for the estimation of the EPON cycle
duration. Given these estimates, the ONU successfully predicts its bandwidth
requirements at the next available transmission opportunity and communicates
this prediction, rather than its actual buffer occupancy, to the optical line terminal
(OLT). The proposed scheme is assessed via simulations and it is demonstrated
that a delay improvement of 30 % can be achieved without modifying the
dynamic bandwidth assignment process at the OLT. In addition, we further
explore aspects of traffic prediction combined with a max-min fair bandwidth
redistribution scheme at the OLT. Initial results show that the combination of the
ONU-based prediction and the OLT-based fair bandwidth redistribution further
improves the delay.

Keywords: Prediction � Ethernet passive optical network � Polynomial
prediction � Dynamic bandwidth allocation � Max-Min fairness � Delay

1 Introduction

Passive optical networks are an attractive solution for the deployment of nextgeneration
access networks [1, 2] due to their low implementation cost, simple operation and
high-line rates that are supported by the capacity of optical fibers. EPONs in particular,
which represent the convergence of low-cost Ethernet equipment and lowcost fiber
infrastructure, find widespread application in local and metro area networks, taking full
advantage of the fiber infrastructure that is being installed within the scope of
fiber-to-the-home, building and curb end-user access. In an EPON network, multiple
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ONUs access the shared channel to reach the OLT through a passive optical splitter. As
a result, an effective bandwidth allocation scheme is required to arbitrate the trans-
mission from multiple ONUs and this is achieved by bandwidth allocation schemes,
either fixed or dynamic. Fixed bandwidth allocation (FBA) schemes utilize equal size
time-slots and offer a fixed time-slot to each ONU irrespective of its traffic load [3]. The
ONU-to-OLT (upstream) communication channel is therefore reserved even when the
actual ONU traffic is not sufficient to fully utilize the slot and this bandwidth
underutilization leads to transmission gaps and increased frame service times. On the
other hand, dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) assigns the bandwidth in an adaptive
fashion based on the current traffic load of each ONU [4, 5]. The idea in DBA schemes
is to re-distribute bandwidth from light-load to heavy-load ONUs within a single cycle
duration and consequently fully utilize the available capacity, thus reducing the overall
PON delay.

A well-known DBA, the interleaved polling scheme with adaptive cycle time
(IPACT), has been proposed as an efficient option for implementation at the EPON OLT
[6, 7]. Under this scheme, the OLT periodically receives bandwidth requests from all
connected ONUs by means of the Multi-Point Control Protocol (MPCP); following the
reception of a bandwidth request from an ONU (REPORT message), IPACT allocates
(GRANT message) a variable size transmission slot to it based on pre-defined criteria
that constitute the IPACT variant that is implemented [3]. The allocation criteria
themselves play an important role on the average frame delay in the PON, since ONUs
are served in a round-robin fashion and each ONU must wait for the rest of the ONUs to
finish their transmissions before being served again (cycle time). Bandwidth grants of
limited size correspond to short cycle times (IPACT-limited), still this scheme proves
problematic at higher loads due to the extended queuing delay that is required at the
ONUs. Bandwidth grants of unlimited size (IPACT-gated) have been shown to account
for less overall delay, still the cycle time can temporarily grow beyond limits that are
acceptable for the transmission of time-sensitive data over the PON.

An improvement on the PON delay can be obtained by means of traffic prediction, a
technique that has been widely studied in both wireline and wireless networks [8]. The
main goal of traffic prediction in the EPON is to estimate the bandwidth (data size) that
ONUs will have accumulated between the transmission of their bandwidth request and
the reception of the bandwidth assignment from the OLT. The frames that arrive within
this period have not been reported in the current cycle, since in ordinary IPACT
operation ONUs only report their buffer sizes. However, due to the distributed operation
of the EPON and the round-robin principle in IPACT, a significant number of frames
may arrive during this idle period, especially at higher loads, and will experience an
average delay of approximately half a cycle time. This extra delay can be alleviated if an
efficient traffic monitoring and prediction mechanism is implemented either at the OLT
[10, 11] or the ONUs [4, 12–14]. OLT-based traffic prediction relies on estimating future
“on-average” bandwidth requirements for all ONUs in the network based on their
current and previous bandwidth requests. A key drawback of OLT-based prediction,
however, is that it may not accurately identify, and therefore respond, to rapid changes
in the ONU traffic. On the other hand, ONU-based prediction can adapt to traffic changes
significantly faster, since ONUs are able to constantly monitor incoming traffic.
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Within the context of ONU-based traffic prediction, we recently proposed a novel
algorithm for decreasing delay in EPONs [15]. The algorithm (a) approximates the
frame arrivals within the duration of a single EPON cycle using least-mean-square linear
regression and (b) estimates the duration of the upcoming cycle via a least-
means-squares adaptive filter. Subsequently, the two quantities are combined to pro-
duce the amount of data that the ONU will have accumulated by the time the next
bandwidth assignment from the OLT (GATE message) arrives. The ONU then com-
municates the predicted rather than the actual data to the OLT in the REPORT message,
thus providing the DBA mechanism with a more informed guess of its traffic require-
ments. In the current work, we improve the accuracy of the previously proposed scheme
by replacing linear regression with polynomial and demonstrate the superior perfor-
mance of the latter in the system delay. We show via simulation that the incorporation of
the proposed instantaneous traffic and cycle prediction methods in the EPON operation
can reduce the frame delay from 25 % up to 30 % when compared to the standard
operation of the limited and gated versions of IPACT, depending on the traffic load and
the burstiness of the incoming traffic. Moreover, we assess the performance of
ONU-based prediction in conjunction with a max-min excess bandwidth redistribution
scheme that is compatible with IPACT. Max-min redistribution is discussed with a goal
to reduce the cycle deviations that are observed in IPACT, thus enhancing the prediction
accuracy. Initial results show that max-min further reduces delay under medium loads
for linear traffic prediction schemes, but it does not provide equally well results for
quadratic prediction. The proposed prediction and excess bandwidth redistribution
algorithms do not require any further modification on the MPCP procedures or the
operation of IPACT – they can be implemented as additional software modules that are
installed at either the ONU or the OLT. At the same time they exhibit a low compu-
tational complexity and pose a limited overhead on the existing functionalities that are
required in OLTs and ONUs for the proper EPON operation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents the proposed traffic
prediction technique and its scope of application in EPONs. Section 3 details the
simulation setup that was utilized to evaluate the performance of the prediction method.
Section 4 discusses the results that have been obtained in terms of delay for
IPACT-limited and gated with and without prediction. Section 5 assesses the combined
operation of the ONU-based prediction and the max-min bandwidth redistribution in
IPACT. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes the main contributions of this paper.

2 ONU-Based Prediction Algorithm

In the standard EPON operation, the communication between the OLT and the ONUs
takes place by means of the IPACT polling scheme that operates in successive cycles.
During each respective cycle, the OLT sends GATE messages that carry bandwidth
grants to all ONUs in the EPON. The ONUs respond to the GATE messages and send
their data in a coordinated fashion, as specified in the GATE messages, so as to achieve
collision free transmissions in the upstream (ONU-to-OLT) direction. In addition to
their data, the ONUs also inform the OLT about their bandwidth requirements (buffer
sizes) via REPORT messages and the IPACT cycle ends upon the reception of the
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REPORT messages from all ONUs in the EPON. At that time, the OLT executes a
dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithm to calculate the grants of the next
cycle, and a new exchange of GATE and REPORT messages ensues. As a result, the
DBA does not take into account (a) data that have been accumulated at ONUs that are
served near the beginning of the cycle and are forced to report early, or (b) data that
will be accumulated at ONUs that are served towards the end of the upcoming cycle
and will receive a late grant. This leads to an additional delay of a cycle time, which
can be particularly significant especially in IPACT variations with increased or infinite
maximum cycle durations.

The additional delay can be reduced in a straightforward manner by having each
ONU perform a prediction exactly before the generation of the current REPORT
message by estimating its buffer occupancy for the instant it will receive the next
GATE message. The ONU can then use the REPORT message to communicate the
prediction to the OLT rather than the actual (current) buffer size. The proposed pre-
diction algorithm of the ONU buffer size can be summarized as follows:

• Step 1: Constantly monitor the incoming traffic from hosts in a log file until a
GATE message has been received from the OLT.

• Step 2: Upon the reception of the GATE message keep a record of its arrival time T
(n-1).

• Step 3: Utilize the traffic log to estimate the instantaneous buffer size B(t).
• Step 4: Utilize the arrival times of previous GATE messages to predict the arrival

time of the next GATE message T(n).
• Step 4: Combine B(t) and T(n) to calculate the expected buffer size B(n) at the

reception of the next GATE message.
• Step 4: Transmit the allocated number of frames in the received GATE and then

issue a REPORT message that carries the bandwidth request B(n).
• Step 5: Reset the traffic log to the remaining buffer size and re-start from Step 1.

The presented algorithm requires the estimation of two key parameters: (a) the
instantaneous ONU buffer size B(t) and (b) the arrival time of the next GATE message
T(n). The estimation of the instantaneous buffer size is performed by monitoring the
incoming frames that arrive between REPORT messages. To this end, the ONU creates
a log of the frame size Si and the arrival time ti for each frame that is received. Each
frame arrival corresponds to an increase of the number of bytes Bi that are stored at the
ONU buffer, following

Bi ¼ Bi�1 þ Si; ð1Þ

while the remaining queue size B0 after the ONU transmission at t0 is used to initialize
Eq. (1). Given (1), a kth degree polynomial equation that correlates the buffer size B
(t) and the elapsed time t can be calculated by the (ti, Bi) pairs, according to:

BðtÞ ¼ a0 þ a1tþ a2t
2 þ � � � þ akt

k; ð2Þ

where the coefficients a0, a1,…, ak in the above polynomial are calculated by the linear
system
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or T � A ¼ B; ð3Þ

For any practical scenario, the number of obtained samples m is greater than the
polynomial order k and as a result the linear system is solved in a least-mean-squares
fashion following

A ¼ ðT � TTÞ�1 � TT � B: ð4Þ

Given (2) and (4), the ONU is able to predict its queue status at any given future
time t and up to the next GATE message. The exact arrival time of the next GATE
message, however, is not known when the ONU creates the REPORT message and as a
result the ONU has to estimate it, as well. To this end, the ONU monitors the arrival
times of GATE messages and predicts the arrival time of the next GATE T(n) by means
of a normalized least-mean-square (NLMS) prediction filter

T̂ðnÞ ¼ Rp
i¼1 wnðiÞ � Tðn� iÞ: ð5Þ

In (5), p is the adaptive filter order and wn(i) are the filter coefficients that are
updated at every cycle following

wnðiÞ ¼ wn�1ðiÞþM � eðn� 1Þ � Tðn� iÞ
Rp
k¼1ðTðn� kÞÞ2 ; i ¼ 1; � � � ; p

eðn� 1Þ ¼ Tðn� 1Þ � T̂ðn� 1Þ:
ð6Þ

The NLMS step size M has a constant numeric value (see Table 1). The ONU can
then estimate its buffer size at the reception of the next GRANT from

BðnÞ ¼ a0 þ a1T̂ðnÞþ a2T̂ðnÞ2 þ � � � þ akT̂ðnÞk; ð7Þ

and the actual bandwidth request that is carried over the REPORT message equals

RðnÞ ¼ BðnÞ � Gðn� 1Þ;

where G(n-1) corresponds to the bandwidth that has been received in the latest GRANT
message.
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3 Simulation Setup

The performance of the proposed algorithm was verified via simulation experiments
using the OMNET++ open source simulator [16]. In the considered setup, a standard
EPON architecture interconnected the OLT with eight ONUs at distances of 10 km,
while the EPON line rates were considered asymmetric (10 Gb/s downstream - 1 Gb/s
upstream). The communication model was based on existing OMNET++ models that
provided the basic MPCP functionalities at the OLT and ONUs, while the limited and
gated IPACT allocation schemes were implemented at the OLT. For the IPACT-limited
implementation, the OLT granted an upper bounded transmission window size per ONU

GðnÞ ¼ RðnÞ; if RðnÞ�Wmax

Wmax; else
;

�
ð8Þ

while in case of IPACT-gated the OLT allocated the estimated requested bandwidth for
each ONU in the network

GðnÞ ¼ RðnÞ: ð9Þ

For the purposes of this work, the incoming traffic was fed to each ONU from an
optical switch that aggregated frames from fifteen independent hosts (sources), as
presented in Fig. 1. The hosts transmitted data in the form of fixed size 1000 byte
Ethernet frames at a line rate Rn of 100 Mb/s.

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Description Symbol Value
Limited Gated

Physical layer
parameters

Number of ONUs NONU 8
Number of hosts per
ONU

Nhost 15

ONU distance d 10 km
Downstream line rate Rd 10 Gb/s
Upstream line rate Ru 1 Gb/s
Host line rate Rn 100 Mb/s

IPACT parameters Maximum cycle time Tmax 2 ms Unlimited
Maximum grant size Wmax 82500

bytes
Unlimited

Traffic parameters Pareto parameter aON,
aOFF

1.2, 1.5, 1.8

bON 3.75 μsec
bOFF 496.25–1496.25 μsec

Prediction parameters NLMS order p 25
NLMS step size
constant

M 10−4
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Each of the hosts generated data frames independently following an ON/OFF
Pareto traffic model, where idle periods alternate with busy periods to provide a certain
degree of burstiness in the frame arrivals. The mathematical formula of the distribution
is described by

f ðxÞ ¼ a:ba

xaþ 1 ; ð10Þ

where x denotes the random duration of the ON or OFF period, and parameters a and
b relate to the average ON and OFF durations, TON and TOFF, respectively, following

TON ¼ aON � bON
aON�1

; TOFF ¼ aOFF � bOFF
aOFF�1

: ð11Þ

The values that were used in our simulations for the a and b parameters in the ON
and OFF periods are presented in Table 1. These values resulted in ON-OFF periods
with durations at the msec time scale, which corresponds to a single IPACT cycle,
since an access-oriented PON is not expected to remain idle for several successive
cycles. Given the above average busy and idle periods of each host, it was straight-
forward to calculate the offered loads ρ in the PON from the number of ONUs (NONU),
the number of hosts per ONU (Nhost) and the individual host load

q ¼ NONU � Nhost � qhost ¼ NONU � Nhost � TON
TON þ TOFF

ð12Þ

4 Results and Discussion

We have conducted two sets of simulations experiments, the first corresponding to
IPACT-limited and the second to IPACT-gated with and without the proposed pre-
diction technique. For the purposes of the simulation, three different traffic burstiness
scenarios that correspond to low burst, medium burst and high burst (a = 1.8, 1.5, 1.2,

Fig. 1. Simulation model (ONU side).
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respectively) were used. Moreover, we evaluated the prediction algorithm for poly-
nomials of degree equal to one (i.e., linear prediction) and two, since higher degree for
the polynomials lead to severe prediction inaccuracies that negatively affected the
EPON performance. The respective results are shown in Fig. 2 for IPACT-limited and
Fig. 3 for IPACT-gated.

Fig. 2. Mean delay for IPACT-limited with and without prediction, and varying burstiness.
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The results clearly demonstrate that IPACT-limited performs in a superior fashion
when prediction based reports are sent by the ONUs. A percentile delay reduction of over
25 % is observed for medium offered loads around 0.6, while a smaller benefit is observed
as the load becomes lighter. For higher loads, prediction only has a minor beneficial
impact when the traffic is relatively smooth (a = 1.8 and 1.5). As the traffic becomes
significantly bursty (a = 1.2), the proposed linear prediction algorithm can be detrimental
in terms of delay, mainly because the cycle durations become irregular and the GRANT
arrival times are not correctly calculated by the NLMS. As a result, ONUs request the
largest possible grant and IPACT performs in a TDMA manner with maximum duration
bandwidth grants. For quadratic prediction the delay results improve in all cases, even for
a highly bursty traffic profile (Fig. 4) and the delay reduction is improved by up to 30% for
medium offered loads around 0.6. As the load increases, the prediction benefit reduces to
under 10 %; still, it is important to notice that quadratic prediction tends to correct the
detrimental effect of liner prediction with increasing burstiness.

A similar behavior is observed for IPACT-gated in Fig. 3; the proposed linear
prediction mechanism improves the average delay in this IPACT variation by 25 % for
medium loads as shown in the simulation results. An important difference with
IPACT-limited, however, is becoming evident for bursty traffic (a = 1.2) and at heavy
loads; in this regime even more extended bandwidth grants are requested by the ONUs
and are allowed by the OLT, due to the fact that IPACT-gated does not pose an upper
limit on the size of the grants. As a result, the average delay is also increased by a
significant factor. An even better performance for the case of IPACT-gated is observed
for quadratic prediction. As it can be seen from the delay results, an improvement of
26 % can be achieved in medium offered loads from 0.5 to 0.7 for all degrees of traffic
burstiness. Moreover, when the offered loads increase, the utilization of second order
polynomials provides a better delay performance from its linear counterpart. Especially
for medium burst traffic (a = 1.5) the delay is able to achieve profits up to 27 %, around
0.8. Finally, in accordance with the IPACT-limited results quadratic prediction algo-
rithm exhibits better stability at high loads.

5 Max-Min Fair Redistribution of Excess Bandwidth

In the current section we discuss a further refinement on the OLT operation that aims to
assist the prediction progress and potentially further improve the overall frame delay.
The goal of the technique is to limit the variations in the cycle time that are observed in
IPACT-gated, thus improving the NLMS prediction accuracy of the GATE message
arrivals. A second goal is to redistribute bandwidth from lightly loaded ONUs to heavily
loaded ones within a single cycle, which is only indirectly addressed by IPACT-limited.
In order to achieve both goals, we modify the operation of IPACT-limited so as to
distribute any remaining bandwidth within each cycle in a max-min fair fashion, since
the max-min fair scheme ensures that (a) ONUs are served in order of increasing
demand, (b) ONUs are never allocated with more band-width than their request, and
(c) ONUs that cannot be fully served get an equal share of the excess bandwidth [17].
The proposed max-min fair redistribution scheme is summarized as follows:
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Fig. 3. Mean delay for IPACT-gated with and without prediction, and varying burstines.
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Fig. 4. Mean delay for the three IPACT variations without prediction and varying burstiness.
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• Initialization: set the excess bandwidth for the initial cycle and for each ONU Xi(0)
equal to zero.

• Monitoring phase: execute steps 1–4 until REPORT messages from all ONUs have
arrived in the current cycle n. If all reports have been received go to the max-min
redistribution phase.
– Step 1: keep a record of the bandwidth demands Ri(n) from the ONU REPORT

message.
– Step 2: calculate the actual bandwidth Ai(n) that must be considered by the DBA

in the current cycle. This equals

AiðnÞ ¼ RiðnÞ � Xiðn� 1Þ; ð13Þ

since the excess bandwidth Xi(n-1) corresponds to an assignment that is pending
from the previous cycle.

– Step 3: allocate bandwidth to the ONU in an IPACT-limited fashion, including
however any excess bandwidth that has remained in the previous cycle

GiðnÞ ¼ AiðnÞþXiðn� 1Þ; if AiðnÞ�Wmax

Wmax þXiðn� 1Þ; else
:

�
ð14Þ

– Step 4: place the ONU in set S if it cannot be fully served in the current cle (Ai
(n) > Wmax); if the ONU can be fully served place it in the complement set S’.

• Max-min redistribution phase: execute steps 1–3 until set S is void of elements or
there is no excess bandwidth left.
– Step 1: calculate the excess bandwidth ES from all ONUs in S’ following

Es ¼ Ri2S0 ðWmax � AiðnÞÞ: ð15Þ

– Step 2: distribute the excess bandwidth for the current cycle Xi(n) among ONUs
in S according to

XiðnÞ ¼ minðXiðnÞþ ES

jSj ;Ai �WmaxÞ ð16Þ

|S| denotes the number of ONUs that have not been fully served (i.e. the number
of elements in S).

– Step 3: remove from S all ONUs that have been fully served in the previous step
and therefore satisfy

XiðnÞ ¼ AiðnÞ �Wmax: ð17Þ

It should be stressed that the aforementioned procedures calculate the excess
bandwidth on a per IPACT cycle basis (Eq. (16)), still the excess bandwidth is only
allocated during the next cycle (Eq. (14)). This owes to the fact that IPACT-limited is
an online algorithm, thus the bandwidth allocation (GRANT message) for each ONU is
sent without requiring knowledge of the bandwidth requests of other ONUs in the
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Fig. 5. Mean delay for the three IPACT variations with linear prediction and varying burstiness.
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Fig. 6. Mean delay for the three IPACT variations with quadratic prediction and varying
burstiness.
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corresponding cycle. Max-min, on the other hand, is an offline algorithm and it requires
the knowledge of bandwidth requests from all ONUs prior to re-distributing excess
bandwidth.

The proposed scheme was assessed utilizing the simulation tool described earlier,
with the incorporation of the max-min algorithm in IPACT-limited. The corresponding
results are illustrated in the following figures for the three burstiness scenarios sum-
marized in Table 1 and three traffic prediction options (no prediction, linear prediction
and quadratic prediction). When no prediction mechanism is implemented in the
ONUs, the max-min fair scheme performs similar to IPACT-gated for medium loads
(40 %–70 %), as it becomes evident from Fig. 4. IPACT-gated, however, is still a better
suited option at higher loads, especially when the traffic burstiness increases. When
linear prediction is introduced, the max-min fair scheme receives a significant
improvement in its performance and the attained delay can be reduced by over 30 %.
The linear prediction results are presented in Fig. 5 and it follows from it that the
max-min fair scheme can even outperform IPACT-gated in medium loads, since linear
prediction provides a slightly smaller benefit to the latter DBA algorithm. Finally,
quadratic prediction provides a less significant improvement to the max-min fair
scheme and it is shown in Fig. 6 that both IPACT-gated and limited outperform it.

Following the above, a possible application of the max-min fair redistribution
scheme at the OLT is best combined with a linear traffic prediction mechanism at the
ONU. Even though IPACT-gated outperforms the proposed scheme in increased net-
work loads and burstiness scenarios, max-min has potential benefits that could be further
explored in future works. In contrast with IPACT-gated, a key attribute of max-min is
the constrained duration of the cycle time, as it is straightforward to verify that the
average cycle time will never exceed Tmax. Moreover, any individual cycle will always
have a duration of less than twice Tmax. Even though this does not affect the best-effort
traffic scenario that is considered in this work, assured and/or expedited traffic data
impose more stringent synchronization requirements in the EPON, and cannot tolerate
the excessive cycle durations of IPACT-gated at heavy loads. Thus, even though the best
effort traffic latency will be higher, the max-min fair scheme ensures the timely delivery
of other traffic classes. Finally, max-min also protects the bandwidth assignment process
from ill-behaved ONUs that constantly request excessive amounts of data. In such an
adverse scenario, IPACT-gated would favor the ill-behaved ONU over others that report
normally. Max-min on the other hand distributes excess bandwidth in a fair manner and
ill-behaved ONUs never receive more than their corresponding share.

6 Conclusion

We presented an ONU-based prediction method that is applicable in EPONs. The
method relies on the application of polynomial regression and NLMS filtering for the
estimation of the instantaneous ONU traffic and IPACT cycle duration, respectively.
We showed via simulations that if the predicted (estimated) buffer size, rather than the
actual size, is reported to the OLT then a significant (over 25 %) average delay
reduction can be realized over standard EPON when a linear prediction algorithm is
used. Moreover, when the linear prediction method is replaced by a second order
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polynomial, the average delay is improved by over 30 % for all traffic burstiness
scenarios. Finally, we modified the IPACT-limited variant to include a max-min fair
redistribution option and demonstrated that this modification along with linear pre-
diction can further reduce latency by a small amount, without however suffering from
the excessive cycle times that are observed in IPACT-gated. All of the proposed
techniques are totally compatible with the MPCP bandwidth reporting and allocation
mechanisms that have been standardized in EPONs, as well as with popular IPACT
variations (limited and gated).
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